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Abstract: The goals of real business in the context of the digital transformation of international
logistics networks and marketing channels have necessitated the application of a scientifically
based theoretical approach to the development of a formalized description acceptable for predictive
planning based on leading indicators. In the context of globalization and interstate and regional
economic unions, this will lead to achieving the maximum end-to-end integration of digital platforms.
Based on the analysis, the article presents the integration of digital logistics and marketing approaches
with the mathematical models of the ecosystem organization of economic relations. The features
of the organization of economic relations between contractors involved in the execution of virtual
transactions and the material movement of resources were analyzed. The researchers considered
prerequisites for the analytical description of interconnections between the participants of digital
platforms in cross border e-commerce. The authors’ approach is based on the idea of both a sales
funnel in marketing and a conversion funnel in digital transformation. Considering the integration
of logistics and marketing, authors offer the definition of business echelons as stages of the consumer
value creation. The theoretical contribution of this article consists in constructing a mathematical
description of business echelons along the entire value chain. The developed analytical description
of business echelons is acceptable both for embedding a digital management support system into
various software products, and for conducting in-depth analysis and finding optimal solutions.

Keywords: digital marketing; digital logistics; cross-border e-commerce; business interaction; digital
platforms; sustainable digital ecosystem

1. Introduction

The idea of forming a consumer value chain was proposed by M. Porter in his book [1].
The concept of the Porter’s value chain is based on the process view of organizations, the
idea of seeing a manufacturing (or service) organization as a system made up of subsystems,
each with inputs, transformation processes and outputs (https://www.ifm.eng.cam.ac.
uk/research/dstools/value-chain-/, accessed on 1 December 2021). M. Porter’s earlier
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ideas about competitiveness could be found interesting for the researcher [2], as well as his
recent publication [3].

According to principal M. Porter’s idea, the researcher could select five primary
activities: “Inbound Logistics”, “Operations”, “Outbound Logistics”, “Marketing and
Sales” (informing buyers with facilitating their purchase) as well as “Service”. The authors
developing M. Porter’s approach rely on the concept being applied to the conversion of the
sales funnel and digital logistics [4–7]. The researchers consider that a full promotion cycle
of any product includes various stages of the consumer value chain. Each of these stages is a
complete business echelon, which can be assessed both by material quantitative indicators,
and by indicators of economic efficiency of the technologies used and the conditions
under which this activity is conducted. The consumer value is seriously influenced by
the components that depend on the management organization of each of these echelons.
The authors suppose that the consumer value creation could be the result of a chain of
conversion of raw materials into a product ready for sale.

The research problem could be described as organizing business interactions within
the consumer value chain on the basis of the digital transformation of both logistics
networks and marketing channels, as well as international economic relations. The purpose
of the research is developing a theoretical construction of the process of interaction between
the business echelons within value chains.

Authors suggest the approach to the effective organization of interaction, globally and
within the entire value chain, should be on the basis of dynamically modeling the process
of creation of the consumer value in the form of promotion through the business echelons.
Authors could prove that the considered interaction is necessary for sustainable promotion,
under the conditions of a competitive environment and market uncertainty. The basic
mathematical relations are provided for the analytical description of business echelons.

The scientific novelty of the suggested concept lies in a developed end-to-end inte-
gration model of digital logistics and marketing channels, allowing a holistic view of the
consumer value creation process, instead of a scattered data set on individual business
processes. In this regard, the authors propose to introduce the term “interaction interface”.
The interface parameters in this paradigm make it possible to assess the quality of the
process of promoting goods and services using economically significant indicators that
depend both on time and on the scale of processes in the business echelon under considera-
tion. The implementation of mathematical relations will allow one to analyze the processes
in the interaction of participants in business echelons. Such a presentation, first of all,
provides a field for application of mathematical optimization methods. Second, it provides
an algorithmic basis for creating not only management decision support systems, but also a
complete transition to the implementation of artificial intelligence systems in critical areas
of decision making in business. Third, it allows the reconstruction of intermediate industry
solutions, according to the data obtained in the process of solving optimization problems
in the sequence of the most profitable construction of the entire chain of promoting objects
of labor through business echelons.

The practical significance of the developed approach consists of combination of meth-
ods for analyzing the flow of business data outgoing from Internet platforms and from
the means of economic and mathematical modeling, making it possible to fundamentally
influence the management work of all business echelons. In addition, an extremely impor-
tant argument for predictive planning is taken into account—the time spent on passing the
stages. Participants in each subsequent business echelon rely on the indicators obtained at
the previous stage of interaction in the consumer value chain.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Models of Ecosystem

The researchers consider the definition of the business echelons as various stages of
the consumer value chain regarding the full promotion cycle of any product. Explaining the
term “echelon” as a rule refers to the context of the supply chain and logistics of theoretical
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approaches, e.g., modeling and optimization of multi-echelon supply chain design [8], and
quantitative indicators for social sustainability assessment of upstream (a set of connected
firms that involve raw material extraction and transformation), midstream (production
and assembly), and downstream (sales and services) echelons of supply chains [9]. The
work [10] studies Logistics layout of a three-echelon hybrid Closed-Loop Supply Chain
model which consists of a single manufacturer, a 3PL, and multiple retailers. A two-echelon
supply chain model (with single buyer and vendor) is formulated in the paper [11], when
lead time demand is stochastic in nature and with the correlated demands and returns in
the work [12]. A multi-echelon supply chain model for solid waste management systems
is developed in the paper [13]. An effective multi-echelon supply chain under stochastic
and fuzzy environments is explored in the article [14]. Authors agree with the critical
point of view that the disadvantage of traditional supply chain management is that each
echelon in the supply chain replenishes its own inventory by considering local inventory
position but not the end customer [15]. In accordance with the fractal-based echelon [15],
for vendor managed inventory, firstly, the manufacturer (vendor) manages the distributor’s
(buyer’s) inventories, secondly, the distributor (vendor) manages the retailer’s (buyer’s)
inventories. Authors find such an approach interesting, and propose to consider the
sequence of interactions, taking into account the features of supply chains transforming to
the digital supply networks, incorporating ecosystem partners [16].

In the context of the digital transformation of the economy, logistics is becoming one
of the most effective tools to search for new organizational and managerial solutions [17].
Since both logistics and supply chain management in the modern literature are considered
“as one of the priority areas of the ongoing transformation of the economy associated with
introduction of digital technologies in economic processes” [18,19], solving the problem of
improving economic relations in cross-border e-commerce is transformed into the task of
ecosystem organization of economic relations.

Studying the ecosystem organization in cross-border e-commerce considers the in-
vestigation of the nature of relations between counterparties in a common digital space.
Operating technological platforms allows aggregating all types of resources (information,
financial, human, natural, etc.) around itself for production and distribution of goods
and services based on the customer-focused approach. The examples of successful digital
platforms are Alibaba International Station, AliExpress, Amazon, Dunhuang, etc.

A model of ecosystem organization of economic relations in cross-border e-commerce
based on a trade-only digital platform

The authors consider two main approaches to the development of e-commerce based
on the creation of a digital platform.

The first option is a trade-only digital platform model. This model describes just a
digital trading platform without any possibility of providing other services, such as logistics
services. The examples of the trade-only platform model are Taobao and Pinduoduo.

The model of ecosystem organization of economic relations in cross-border e-commerce
based on a trade-only digital platform considers the division of all participants in cross-
border e-commerce into two main groups:

1. The focus group is the core of the e-commerce logistics ecosystem, which creates a
digital platform, plays the role of a leadership group, thus becoming a focal company in
the ecosystem organization model of economic relations in cross-border e-commerce.

2. The key group includes sellers and buyers of goods and services. The key group
companies invest tangible property, information and other resources in the ecosystem and
use the services provided by the focus group and logistics companies.

The rest of the participant groups are not included in the trade-only digital platform,
but stay in direct interaction with its participants.

3. Logistics companies belonging to the third group in the process of circulation of
e-commerce transactions provide the logistics services necessary for the enterprises of the
key group.
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4. Service companies provide services related to transactions, personnel training,
software development and implementation, provision of network services, etc.

5. Related enterprises form a group with a relatively low level of collaboration with the
ecosystem. These are mainly social groups, related institutions, management institutions,
consulting companies and research institutes.

6. Governmental institutions. The authors’ approach considers identifying a group
that is not included in the ecosystem structure, but affects it through the creation of
regulations and subsequent monitoring of their observance at the national level. This group
includes tax and customs services, transport inspection, phytosanitary and epidemiological
control services, quality control services, etc.

7. International trade and economic organizations and agreements. This group
is also not included in the ecosystem structure, but affects it through the creation of
regulations and subsequent monitoring of their observance at the national level. First of
all, this group includes international supranational bodies, international organizations,
associations, unions, etc.

A model of ecosystem organization of economic relations in cross-border e-commerce
based on an open digital platform

Another model constitutes an open digital platform that provides both marketplaces
and services (operational and logistics) to participants. The examples of the open digital
platform model are JD.com and Tmall.

This model is also based on dividing all participants in cross-border e-commerce into
seven main groups. But unlike the trade-only digital platform model, the open digital
platform model directly includes all seven groups of interconnected participants.

1. The focus group that organizes the digital platform, coordinates and allocates
resources.

2. The key group includes sellers and buyers of goods and services.
3. A logistics system representing the third group. Logistics service providers and

infrastructure logistics facilities form a logistics network of e-commerce enterprises on a
digital platform.

4. Service companies constitute a group supporting the focal and key ecosystem
groups.

5. Related enterprises form a group that intermittently and irregularly collaborates
with the main ecosystem groups.

6. Governmental institutions.
7. International trade and economic organizations and agreements.
According to the authors, an important issue in the development of digital platforms

within value chains is the task of adapting to constantly changing customer requirements.
To solve this problem, it is also important to study the Chinese the trend of “digitally-
powered physical retail innovation” (Omnichannel fulfillment, in-store digitization, also
called “phygital” as a mash-up of the words “physical” and “digital”, and new go-to-market
models) [20]. Chinese online retail sales in 2019 were expected to swell to USD 1.5 tril-
lion, exceeding the retail sales of the ten next largest markets in the world amounting
at USD 1.2 trillion (in descending order of the volume: United States, United Kingdom,
Japan, South Korea, Germany, France, India, Russia, Brazil, Indonesia, Argentina), in
accordance with the McKinsey report about China’s sudden rise as a global leader in
e-commerce [20]. Mostly, goods and services are sold directly between a business and end-
user consumers [21]. Business-to-consumer (B2C) is the most popular form of e-commerce
in China. It should be taken into account that an e-commerce firm has a dual role acting as
a platform: firstly, as a retailer it sells its products directly to consumers and, secondly, as a
marketplace it provides a forum for independent retailers to sell their products directly
to consumers. The interaction between platform participants definitely influences the
adaptation of the value chain to changing customer requirements in a global environment.

Considering the great role of Chinese economy, the economic relations in BRICS
countries (namely Brazil, Russia, India, China and South Africa) and, consequently, over
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the world, authors agree with the relevance of exploring the role of competition law and
the new processes of value generation in the era of digital capitalism in the work [22].
Additionally, researchers find it reasonable to consider the thesis (in the abovementioned
work) of the competition between platforms and ecosystems (“intra-platform/ecosystem
competition”). Authors could agree with the relevance of the deep scientific approach
to explore the nature of consumer welfare in the digital era. In this regard, the Chinese
cities’ tier system (https://www.morganstanley.com/ideas/china-small-cities-economic-
growth, accessed on 1 December 2021), in devising marketing strategy, is very useful for
understanding the approaches to planning the complexity and the sequence of participants
of the entire value chain. Studying the interactions between the participants of digital
platforms aims to enhance the sustainability of logistics networks and marketing channels.
Thus, authors found the issue of the analytical description of the process of considered
business interactions within value chains relevant.

A prerequisite for the developed approach is the formation of the ecosystem orga-
nization’s specific features on the example of cross-border e-commerce between China
and Russia. Developing open digital platforms provides services to several groups of
interconnected participants in cross-border e-commerce which are under consideration in
this section.

2.2. Data-Driven Value Creation E-Commerce in the Context of Investigating the Prerequisites for
the Business Echelons’ Approach

Frameworks widely used for formulating and implementing a strategy, such as
AARRR Acquisition–Activation–Retention–Referral–Revenue (and its modified version
RARRA Retention–Activation–Referral–Revenue–Acquisition), initially reflected the trans-
formation of a sales funnel into a different quality, called a conversion funnel. Since
both models focused on achieving the maximum efficiency of promotion in a competitive
environment, the set of metrics applied in them provides a basis that is convenient for
constructing mathematical models and algorithms for a wide range of applications. The
basis for creation of such intelligent systems has become possible due to the widespread
introduction of the organization of methods of production, based on the principles of
development programs under the auspices of the Industry 4.0 doctrine. The transformation
of digital logistics and marketing channels is determined by the evolutionary development
of the logistics system and marketing instruments, the reliability and efficiency of which
can be tested in practice [23–26].

When analyzing the state and dynamics of development of the cross-border e-commerce
between China and Russia, it is necessary to conduct a comprehensive study of condi-
tions for formation and development of mutual trade between the countries. No doubt,
development of the cross-border e-commerce market between China and Russia is driven
by development of the Chinese–Russian cooperation in all spheres of the economy. The
investigation of the features of development of mutual trade between China and Russia
could allow the consideration of the business echelons in detail.

A comparative analysis of the key economic indicators of China and Russia is pre-
sented in Tables 1 and 2.

The data presented in the table shows that China outranks Russia by a number of
indicators, in particular in terms of the GDP volume and the GDP annual growth rate.
However, the ratio of GDP per capita in China is lower than in Russia, and wages in China
are higher than in Russia. At the same time, the unemployment rate in both countries is
within comparable limits.

The current balance of GDP in China amounted to 1.9% in 2020, while in Russia this
value amounted to 3.9% in 2019. At the same time, China’s trade balance is five times
higher than Russia’s trade balance, amounting to 51.5 USD billion and 10.206 USD billion,
respectively, according to the data on the first half of the year 2021.

https://www.morganstanley.com/ideas/china-small-cities-economic-growth
https://www.morganstanley.com/ideas/china-small-cities-economic-growth
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Table 1. Comparative analysis of the key economic indicators of China and Russia (on the basis of the data derived from
https://take-profit.org/statistics/countries, accessed on 1 December 2021).

Indicator for Comparison
China Russia

Indicator Value Period Indicator Value Period

GDP volume, USD bln 14,723 year 2020 1484 year 2020

GDP annual growth rate, % 7.9 2 qrt of year 2021 −0.7 1 qrt of year 2021

GDP growth rate, % 1.3 2 qrt of year 2021 −0.2 4 qrt of year 2020

GDP per capita, USD 8405 year 2020 11,787 year 2020

Annual inflation rate, % 1.1 June 2021 6.5 June 2021

Interest, % 3.85 July 2021 5.5 June 2021

Unemployment rate, % 5 2 qrt of year 2021 4.9 May 2021

Salary, USD/month 1201.123 year 2019 766.09 April 2021

Table 2. Comparative analysis of the key trade indicators of China and Russia (https://take-profit.org/statistics/countries,
accessed on 1 December 2021).

Indicator for Comparison
China Russia

Indicator Value Period Indicator Value Period

Current balance to GDP, % 1.9 year 2020 3.9 year 2019

Trade balance, USD bln 51.5 June 2021 10.206 May 2021

Cash flows, USD bln −71.1 1 qrt of year 2021 24.869 1 qrt of year 2021

Exports, USD bln 281.4 1 qrt of year 2021 19.9 May 2021

International investment position, USD bln 2400.8 year 2020 471 2 qrt of year 2021

International foreign exchange reserves,
USD bln 3214 June 2021 591.521 June 2021

Imports, USD bln 229.9 June 2021 24.61 May 2021

In terms of imports and exports, China significantly outperforms Russia: the imports in
China amount to USD 229.9 billion, while in Russia this value is equal to USD 24.61 billion.
A similar situation is observed with exports: in China this indicator amounts to USD
281.4 billion, while in Russia this value is equal to USD 19.9 billion.

China’s international investment position corresponds to USD 2400.8 billion, while in
Russia this value is equal to USD 471 billion. This signifies the great investment attractive-
ness of China.

In terms of international foreign exchange reserves, China outperforms Russia five
times—USD 3214 billion and USD 596.521 billion, respectively, according to the data on the
first half of the year 2021.

The dynamics of the mutual trade turnover between China and Russia in years 2000–
2018 (Table 3) reflects the overall picture of the foreign trade turnover of each country
under consideration. The growing mutual interest of China and Russia in development of
trade and economic relations could have a positive impact on implementing the concept of
digital echelons in international trade.

Despite a slight decline in the values of the indicators under consideration in years
2019 and 2020, which is characteristic in general for the dynamics of the countries’ foreign
trade turnover, one can observe a positive trend in the mutual trade between China and
Russia, which indicates an increase in importance of the partner countries.

https://take-profit.org/statistics/countries
https://take-profit.org/statistics/countries
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Table 3. Dynamics of the mutual trade between China and Russia in years 2010–2020, USD million
(drafted according to https://take-profit.org/statistics/countries and https://russian-trade.com/
statistics/by-country/china/export/2018/, accessed on 1 December 2021).

Indicators 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020

Mutual trade turnover 91,265 63,549 66,034 86,975 108,284 110,918 103,969

From Russia to China 37,492 28,601 28,012 38,919 56,066 56,791 49,060

From China to Russia 53,773 34,948 38,022 48,056 52,218 54,127 54,908

This is due to the influence of not only economic, but also political factors. In particular,
this is due to the introduction of sanctions against goods from China and Russia by a
number of countries (for example, the US sanctions policy aimed at restricting the import
of Chinese goods; the sanctions policy of a number of countries aimed at restricting the
import of Russian goods and the measures responsive to these restrictions). All this has
led to mutual rapprochement and increased trade cooperation between China and Russia,
including in the field of the cross-border e-commerce.

The e-commerce market is developing dynamically. It is growing especially rapidly
in China. The growth dynamics of the e-commerce market in China is shown in Table 4
(on the basis of data derived from https://dzswgf.mofcom.gov.cn/sjcx.html, accessed on 1
December 2021).

Table 4. Dynamics of development of e-commerce in China in years 2019–2020.

Indicators Year 2019 Growth Rate, % by
Year 2018 Year 2020 Growth Rate, % by

Year 2019

E-commerce transactions volume (Yuan trln) 34.81 6.70% 37.2 4.50%

Domestic retail e-commerce volume (B2C+C2C)
(Yuan trln) 10.63 16.50% 11.76 10.90%

Cross-border retail e-commerce volume (Yuan trln) - 38.20% 1.69 31.10%

Number of express deliveries (bln) 63.523 25.30% 83.358 31.2%

In terms of the volume of transactions in e-commerce of China, there is a slight decline
(growth rate in 2020 amounted to 4.5%, while in 2019 it amounted to 6.7%), under an
overall positive trend. The volume of domestic retail e-commerce in the B2C and C2C
markets tends to grow with a slight decrease of its rate (the growth rate in 2020 amounted
to 10.9%, while in 2019 it amounted to 16.5%). At the same time, the number of express
deliveries is growing significantly. In 2019, this value was equal to 63.523 billion deliveries,
and in 2020 it was already 83.358 billion deliveries, which corresponds to an increase in
this market segment by about a third (31.2%). Such an increase in the number of express
deliveries puts a strain on logistics.

The proposed approach considers an end-to-end integration model of digital logistics
and marketing channels, based on the holistic view of the consumer value creation process.
Authors offer the definition of the interface of the interaction as an interface evaluating the
quality of the value creation process in relevant business echelons using economically signif-
icant indicators that depend both on time and on the scale of considered echelons. The term
interface usually refers to human–computer interaction (e.g., generalized brain–computer
interface technology comprising of three stages: interface, interaction, and intelligence [27]).
Authors find the human-chatbot interactions, and its potential similarity to a human-to-
human conversation in the workplace, interesting [28]. Researchers agree that chatbots
create more personal customer interactions than those afforded by traditional menu-based
web applications. Intelligent knowledge-based conversational agent system architecture
aims to support customer services in e-commerce sales and marketing [29]. Different
types of customer knowledge can be applied in interaction interfaces in the sequence of

https://take-profit.org/statistics/countries
https://russian-trade.com/statistics/by-country/china/export/2018/
https://russian-trade.com/statistics/by-country/china/export/2018/
https://dzswgf.mofcom.gov.cn/sjcx.html
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business echelons, aiming to improve the quality of consumer value creation process. The
development of mathematical models reflecting the material flows on networks requires
the involvement of a mathematical apparatus [30], allowing to describe both the business
echelons and the interaction interfaces being newly defined (on the basis of the integration
of digital logistics networks and marketing channels). The authors consider a mathematical
approach with a statement that is proved in the works [31,32].

The main purpose of this section of the article is to show the possibility of obtaining
aggregated data suitable for use as arguments of a mathematical model. The authors
understand that statistics for two years is not sufficient to formulate conclusions suitable
for practical applications, but this goal was not set. The researchers aim to show that
the available data stream of economic indicators, when processed, provides a basis for
predictive analytics. For this, the mathematical model developed in the article is used.
Technological solutions widely presented on the market in the Big-Data segment, as well
as interstate agreements between Russia and China on standardization, exchange of infor-
mation and machine-readable data in digital transport corridors, allow collection of the
necessary data over a long horizon.

3. Results
3.1. Theoretical Fundamentals

The sequence of echelons can be viewed as a series of stages in the creation of a
consumer value chain. The series of stages under consideration can be located along a
certain axis. From the economic point of view, the process of consumer value creation is
extended in time from the stage of commercial interest, aimed at promoting a product or a
service to the consumer and initiating the entire value creation chain, up to the completion
of payment of the market value for a product or a service.

To formalize, the promotion through the echelons could be defined as a change of
a parameter corresponding to the axis X, where X ∈ [0, M], and M is the length of the
echelons chain. The current time is denoted as t. The movement between the echelons of
the process of transforming the initial product (for example, from the ownership of a raw
material deposit) to the final consumer product (sale on the commodity market) occurs
both in time t and along the axis X.

For the activity to be successful and competitive, it is necessary to assess both the
dynamics of the process and the significant indicator of economic efficiency. To build a
mathematical model, this dependence Q(x, t) is defined as a function reflecting the stages
of the promotion echelons x and the process current time t.

This mathematical formalism allows one to make an end-to-end description of the
entire commercial process chain and reflects the level of its efficiency at every moment t at
the echelon x ∈ X.

Accordingly, next, an expression for the dynamics can be obtained by a virtual shift
of the process located at the echelon x1 from the moment of time t = t∗ along the axis of
echelons X. Authors introduce a key indicator W(x, t) necessary to assess the dynamics of
changes of the economic efficiency indicator in the following form:

W(x, t) = −Q(x2,t∗)−Q(x1,t∗)
x2−x1

, where x1 and x2 are taken as the previous and subsequent
echelons of promotion, respectively.

In practice, the indicator presented is of an integrated nature. It is based on business
metrics. The authors used both financial metrics ROI, ROMI, ROAS, etc., and the key
marketing metrics CPOs, ARPU, CAC, NPS, etc., since, during the transition to the digital
concept of Industry 4.0, it is online analytics that provide a stream of relevant data used
in algorithms of intelligent management decision-making systems. It is pointless to give
prominence to any of the metrics used, as well as to specify a full list of them, since, by
depending on the segment of a business activity, the impact of each metric unfolds in
the general economic context. There is also no doubt that there is always a correlation
between them.
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Considering W(x, t) from the point of view of the organization of the echelons chain,
it is also possible to use it to assess the consistency of the successive stages of the promotion
of the objects of labor. Authors will assess the effectiveness of the management activities
by measuring the maximum transition rate, calculated as:

lim
x2→x1

W = − ∂Q
∂x

∣∣∣∣
x=x1

If the dependence W(x, t) is built along the axis of echelons X, a dynamic model will
be obtained that allows us to describe the passing of a business process in time.

Some similarities can be noted with the common bounce rate metric. However, the
proposed calculation W(x, t) has a more general meaning, since it reflects the integral
indicator. Authors will consider it as the degree of efficiency of interaction at the interface
level of successive echelons through which the objects of labor [32,33] pass.

In this case, the economically significant indicator is calculated in dynamics. For this,
the ratio − ∂Q

∂x

∣∣∣
x=x1

∆t is determined as an estimate of the volume of the activity passing

over the planned interval ∆t, transited from the echelon x1 to the volume − ∂Q
∂x

∣∣∣
x=x2

∆t at

the exit from the echelon x2.
To form an algorithm, the ratio could be written:

(W(x1)−W(x2))∆t = − ∂Q
∂x

∣∣∣∣
x=x1

∆t−
(
− ∂Q

∂x

∣∣∣∣
x=x2

∆t

)
,

which will serve as the basis for further calculations.

3.2. Mathematical Model

The problem set is in close agreement with the applications of the queuing theory. If
authors consider the dynamics of the passage of a business process through the echelons
of transformation, then after each echelon there is an output stream serving as an input
stream for the next echelon. It should be noted that in the conditions of market uncertainty
and competitive environment, all processes are inevitably stochastic in nature. Since there
is a sequence of transformations Tq1, Tq2, . . . , TqM, where qi is designated as a probabilistic
characteristic of the flow transition through the echelons interaction interface. Such formal-
ism allows one to apply the Rényi transformation. Researchers only need to change the
scaling along the time axis t.

In such a setting, according to Rényi’s proof, the chain of business transformations
in M echelons, Rényi’s theorem, the sequential passage through the stages of commercial
interaction is equivalent to the reduction of the transformation Tq1q2...qM. This means
that the chain of flow converges with a high degree of certainty to a flow described by an
exponential distribution. The only prerequisite for implementation of such a transformation
is the requirement for uniformity expressed as:

lim
n→∞

q1 · q2 · . . . · qn = 0

In practice, this prerequisite reflects the standardization of effectiveness of the echelons’
interactions.

The developed analytical description of business echelons of the consumer value chain
is the basis for the complete mathematical modeling of material flow through the chain of
echelons at all stages, from the initial stage of obtaining raw materials to making payments
by the consumer for the value received.

3.3. Interpretation of the Developed Economic and Mathematical Model

Taking the obtained expressions as a basis, it becomes possible to combine the dynam-
ics of the process of passing through the chain of echelons with indicators of the success
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of business organization at each stage. To solve this problem, we additionally define a
function g(x). This allows one to introduce the echelon efficiency index x = x1, x2, . . . , xM
to the mathematical model, which corresponds to the KPI (key performance indicators)
of this stage. The dependency g(x) also has an integral nature and depends both on the
professionalism of management, and on the quality of framework development, the market
presence strategy, the degree of penetration of digital methods into activities of echelons,
and the level of technological equipment used for M2M (machine to machine) interaction
in the business chain.

The level of organization of interaction between echelons at stage x is correlated with
g(x), and the higher the value is, the higher the level is. If we use the term transition
conversion at stage x, then authors carry out its calculation using the following ratio:

g(x)−1∆x(Q(x, t2)−Q(x, t1)) = g(x)−1∆x ∆Q.

For a correct calculation, it is necessary to take into account the influence of the
competitive environment on the entire value chain. To do this, authors define a function
D(x, t) that reflects the impact of external factors on the right side of the equation relative
to the key indicator W(x, t). The nature of D(x, t) is also integral, driven by the influence
of the competitive environment, legislative restrictions, current regulations in this business
segment and other market factors.

Ultimately, in a discrete form, the dynamic equation of the process of passing of objects
of labor through the business echelons takes the form:

− ∂ Q
∂ x

∣∣∣∣
x=x1

∆t−
(
− ∂ Q

∂ x

∣∣∣∣
x=x2

∆t

)
= gn

−1∆ x (∆Q− D(x, t)∆t)

Using the Lagrange transformation, researchers formulate the limiting form of the
mathematical model, reducing it to a partial differential equation:

gn
∂2Q
∂ t2 + D(x, t) =

∂ Q
∂ t

(1)

The authors are trying to combine the dynamic model of passage through the chain of
echelons with the level of organization of their interaction on the interfaces of informational
and physical contact. To do this, first authors need to introduce KPI indicators to the
equations. Then, authors determine the numerical indicators, reflecting the information
flows of data used as arguments for the digital model of processes at the boundaries
of echelons.

The authors show that when passing to the next business echelon in the sequence
under consideration, the degree of the organization of procedures, and the applied techno-
logical solutions and operations are determined by the quality of management. Authors
designate the marginal performance as µn, where n is the number of the echelon by the
argument X. Next, authors determine the intensity λn of the output flow from the previous
echelon at the input to xn. The characteristic of possibilities xn is set by the parameter mn.
Applying the calculation by the considered formulas, authors write the final expression
for the determination of conversion on the interaction interfaces of the echelons as a set of
formulas convenient for programming. For the conversion characterizing the KPI along
the entire chain, authors get a vector with the dimension M:

G = {gn}, where it is denoted:

gn = 1− λm+s
n

mnsµm+s
n mn!

 m

∑
k= 0

λk
n

k!µk
n
+

λm+1
n

mn!µm+1
n

1−
(

λn
mnµn

)s

mn − λn
µn



−1

(2)
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Since the presented mathematical model was developed taking into account the
disturbing influence of competitive market environment, the calculation of the indicator
D(x, t) includes an index of influence ν(t), or losses.

In this case, the calculation expression takes the form:

D(x, t) = 1− ν(t)
λ

[
n

∑
k= 0

αn
k

k!
+

αn
mn

mn!
Y

]−1
αn

mn

mn!
Y,

denoted are, respectively:
αn = λn/µn;

Y =
∞

∑
s= 1

αn
s

s
∏

k= 1
(mn + k ν(t)

µn
)

.

The set of mathematical relations obtained above forms a system of equations. Their
implementation, with the application of any available software package for solving model-
ing problems using computers, will make it possible to analyze the processes in interaction
of participants in business echelons. At the same time, it becomes possible not only to
calculate the quantitative indicators of the material flow, taking into account the extension
over time, but also to determine the degree of economic efficiency of the management of
each business echelon.

3.4. Approbation of the Economic and Mathematical Model

The dynamic analysis in the case of system solutions containing differential equations
requires determination of the initial conditions. For economic applications, the most
acceptable estimate of the change in demand for the final product is the Verhulst equation.
Under the accepted conditions stated above, the following set of parameters is specified
during the study:

Q0(t), the volume of potential demand for the final product at the beginning of its
promotion;

Ω—the support base of this market segment;
θ—the dynamics of promotion through the echelons.
Then, using the known relation obtained by Verhulst heuristically:

d Q0(t)
d t

= θ Q0(t)
(

1− Q0(t)
Ω

)
.

After carrying out simple transformations, the following analytical solution can be
presented:

Q0(t) =
Ω Q∗0 eθ t

Ω + Q∗0(e
θ t − 1)

. (3)

If this expression is differentiated, the formula for calculating the dynamics of the
process can be written:

Q′0(t) =
θ Ω Q∗0 e θ t(Ω−Q∗0)[

Ω + Q∗0 (eθ t − 1)
]2 .

Modeling using a package of applied programs for solving systems of differential
equations, and using expressions (1)–(3) of this work, makes it possible to visually evaluate
the process. In this study, the addition of Q(x, t) is of interest. At the same time, all possible
variants of the quantitative dependence Q(x, t) are first covered, then a solution is selected
corresponding to the passage from the initial moment to the final one, corresponding to
the optimum of a given criterion of economic efficiency.
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3.5. Visualization of Business Echelons

The optimal interaction of transaction participants at the levels of business echelons is
possible, based on the solution of the above system of differential equations.

The visualization of business echelons is possible in Figure 1, which demonstrates
the results of computer calculations. On the time axis (time), uneven values of the transit
time of the corresponding business echelons are calculated. On the axis (echelons), the
business echelons are reflected in sections corresponding to the complexity of the process.
The height of the columns corresponds to the quantitative indicators of the material flow
(quantity).
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Figure 1. Possible visualization of business echelons.

This diagram clearly confirms that only a dynamic model can describe the process of
moving up the business echelons.

It also becomes possible to find the optimal mode of operation, based on the criterion
of economic efficiency for this, from the general solution. A sequence of business echelons
reflecting the interaction between participants in business activities is highlighted, which
brings the total maximum profit. Figure 2 shows the most cost-effective sequence of
business echelons calculated on a computer.

The final solution contains discreteness, expressed by a countable set of business
echelons in the consumer value chain. If the data on the change in parameters over time
are not obtained in real time, but after some planned reporting periods, then instead of the
discrete Verhulst equation, authors use the Feigenbaum presentation. This will not affect
the programming of the problem or the process of calculations using computer technology
in any way, due to the use of iterative algorithms.

The drivers of real business development, as integrated with digital technologies as
possible, are, today, the algorithms, mathematical models, and predictive planning based on
leading indicators. The models applied in previous analytical schemes, based on the sales
funnel, in the context of global digital transformation, have crystallized into the concept
of the conversion funnel, which requires an appropriate methodological justification. The
mathematical model obtained in this work serves as the basis for a structured description
of the sequence of business echelons in the customer value chain. The provided system of
formalisms and the corresponding calculated dependencies are intended to be embedded in
various software products of digital management support systems. This scheme provides
ample opportunities for an in-depth analysis and searching for optimal solutions, based on
the criteria of an economic nature.
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3.6. Validation of the Developed Model

The methodology proposed in this section for assessing the effectiveness of promotion
by business echelons can be a subject of discussion. The authors proceeded from the
assumption of the need to ensure end-to-end mutual correspondence of all stages inherent
in a particular type of business or commercial activity. In practice, this means a comparable
quality of management at each stage of promotion. For this, authors proposed to use
the degree of decrement, being successfully used in practice, and similar to that used in
modeling the conversion funnel to assess management.

Validation is based on practical recommendations for doing business. To compare the
level of management quality that ensures the interaction of participants in the business
process, we used the exponential regression decrement indicator. Based on the calculations,
it became possible to tabulate a set of data on the level of key performance indicators
(Table 5).

Table 5. Level of organization of material flow promotion by business echelons.

Management Quality Decrement at N = 8 Decrement at N = 12

Optimal performance level 0.09 0.08

Good level of interaction 0.125 0.11

There are significant reserves of
work organization 0.2 0.16

Large losses in the process of passing
business echelons 0.35 0.24

Weak management 0.44 0.28

Bad management 0.55 0.33

The presented data are segmented according to grades of management quality assess-
ment. The calculation was carried out for two variants, N = 8; N = 12, of the length of the
business echelons sequence within the consumer value chain.

4. Discussion

The authors could discuss that the suggested approach presents the integration of
digital logistics and marketing points of views based on the mathematical models of the
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ecosystem organization of economic relations. The researchers take into account that the
prerequisites of the developed approach stem from the specific features of the ecosystem
organization in Chinese–Russian case cross-border e-commerce, including a trade-only
digital platform and an open digital platform. Authors offer both definitions of business
echelons and interaction interfaces within value chains, allowing one to disclose the process
of interaction between the participants in cross-border e-commerce. The article provides
a theoretical description of business processes within the logistic network of the value
chain. Results are mostly theoretical and provide mathematical models, with a suggestion
of their potential application. The possible areas of research could be based on the concept
of digital twins and the digitalization of logistics business processes [34–36].

The authors’ approach, based on the idea of implementing a strategy, initially reflected
the transformation of a sales funnel into a different quality called a conversion funnel. The
marketing approach is focused on achieving the maximum efficiency of promotion in a
competitive environment. So, the set of applied metrics provides a basis that is convenient
for constructing mathematical models and algorithms for a wide range of applications.

Competition forces the business to look for more complex schemes, which complicates
the overall structure of interaction between the owner of the resources and the end user.
At the same time, the depth of the chains of advance echelons increases. Decision making
in management is designed to cover the situation throughout the business’ ecosystem,
within which the results of labor are shifted. This completely excludes the possibility
of managing processes based on the intuition and experience of individual managers.
Only the processing of arrays of information using big data technology, as well as the
application of the proposed direction of mathematical modeling, combining economics and
the theory of optimal processes, will give an acceptable result and a basis for predictive
planning. From the authors’ point of view, the theoretical fundamentals for the creation and
development of such intelligent systems consider the integration of marketing approach
and logistics network theory, taking into account the Industry 4.0 doctrine.

Currently, the influence of the concept of sustainable development, green logistics,
is increasing. It is the optimization of the promotion of business echelons that will help
reduce the load on infrastructure on a national scale, which is dictated by the current trend
towards minimizing environmental damage. Undoubtedly, it is necessary to implement
new business models which are relevant to the environmental, and social goals of trans-
forming the infrastructure and opening the door to new entrants [37]. In this regard, it is
interesting to note that the Russian industry’s interest in the ecological topic is steadily
increasing [38]. The chain of transformation of raw materials into a finished product,
and its sale to the consumer includes many autonomous stages that belong to different
business echelons. The efficiency of the implementation of a business scheme depends
on the consistency of their interaction. The research goal was to shift the emphasis in
this work to the possibility of using a mathematical model to apply the well-developed
apparatus of the theory of optimal processes. Authors attempt to theoretically substantiate
the possibility of using the digital data flow for predictive analytics, which in turn requires
a developed mathematical model. Since it is precisely the opportunity to formalize the
transition processes at the stages of creation of a consumer value chain, it provides a basis
for digitalization [4–7]. The formulated concept of echelons allows one to clearly divide
the entire business process into stages between echelons and, at the same time, take into
account the influence of the time factor, which is important for assessing the economic
performance of a business. This mathematical representation provides a fundamental basis
for business development within the framework of the Industry 4.0 concept. Authors
suppose that most types of economic relations will continue to exist only on the basis of
the principles of algorithmic support and artificial intelligence systems, being introduced
in the managerial decision-making process. In the digital economy, only mathematical
models enable one to predict market parameters and effectively making economically
sound management decisions using scientific optimization methods.
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The authors propose to discuss the possibilities of applying the developed approach
in the context of the concept of sustainable development [39,40], bioeconomies [41], as well
as taking into account the changes in various conditions of the functioning of logistics
networks under the influence of changes in the monetary policy [42–44].

5. Conclusions

A real business activity is always extended in time. This circumstance is of the
most importance, since it significantly affects the cost of investments, the loan costs,
the financing conditions, and other factors caused by bank rates and the influence of
inflationary processes. It becomes possible to divide the cycle of the formation of business
echelons into stages due to the formulated concept of echelons.

The analysis of the dynamics of promotion through the business echelons is necessary
to find the most effective organization of interaction at the full value chain scale, which
in the first place is necessary for sustainable promotion under the conditions of a compet-
itive environment and market uncertainty. The basis for the creation of such intelligent
systems has become possible due to the widespread introduction of methods of production
organization, based on the principles of development programs under the auspices of the
Industry 4.0 doctrine. The solution to such large-scale tasks requires research aimed at
the theoretical construction of the process of interaction between the echelons of the value
chain. According to its results, the researchers further create a significant set of parameters,
reflecting the values flowing in time that characterize all aspects of the process. On such
a basis, it becomes possible to formalize the problem mathematically, which is already
in the arguments of the digital interaction of information flows. In this case, the main
criterion for the possibility of implementing such a scheme will be the real time collection
of the data flow and, if necessary, the statistical processing of data. The combination
of methods for analyzing business data, from Internet platforms and from the means of
economic and mathematical modeling, makes it possible to fundamentally influence the
functioning of business echelons of the value chain. The authors suggest the approach of
digital integration of both logistics networks and digital marketing channels based on the
mathematical modeling of business echelons.

The application of such a concept makes it possible to form a holistic view of the stages
of interaction between participants in the process of consumer value creation, instead of
a scattered data set on individual stages of information exchange. The proposed holistic
approach corresponds to the transformation of a model into a description of a system, with
an input represented as a set of unique parameters corresponding to interaction surfaces in
terms of the number of business echelons involved in this process.

The evaluation of the success of the applied technologies, taking into account the
competition and uncertainty of the market situation, assumes that the output parameter
characterizes not only the economically justified quantity of products, but also a complete
list of significant indicators of the business process. The authors note the fact that the
echelons’ interaction interface parameters in this paradigm make it possible to assess the
quality of the promotion process using economically significant indicators that depend
both on time and on the volume of interaction between echelons. In accordance with the
authors’ opinion, we could draw a parallel with the S section of the Gartner cycle and try
to explain how the path of technology development regards the implementation in the
context of the value chain. The theoretical construction of the business echelons’ chain aims
to show the logic of business interactions based on the digital transformation of logistics
and trade. Authors propose the mathematical description of the structure of the business
echelons’ chain. The obtained mathematical formalisms also correlate with the principles
of Augmented Analytics and the concentration of efforts in the field of machine learning.
In addition, structurally, the transition to Industry 4.0 is unthinkable without the Decision
Intelligence algorithmic base for the implementation of Digital Culture. The formulas
obtained as a result of the work are abstract, they rely on data of any dimension, and
within the framework of the trend to the Formative artificial intelligence, their application
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for the automation of decision making allows their unlimited scaling (Operationalizing
and Scaling).

The advantages of the model of the ecosystem organization of economic relations in
cross-border e-commerce based on an open digital platform, in our opinion, consist of the
integrated, standardized and personalized provision of logistics services, which makes
it possible to increase the efficiency of the functioning of the cross-border e-commerce
ecosystem. Nevertheless, experience shows that the model of the ecosystem organization
of economic relations in cross-border e-commerce, based on a trade-only digital platform,
also has the potential to improve operational efficiency through a constant rotation of
enterprises that are not a part of the trade-only digital platform.
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